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Ukraine calls for no-fly zone to stop Russian bombardment
Reuters

Russia has Ukrainian cities in sights but advances are slow
Putin bristles at sanctions, calls West 'empire of lies'
Ukraine-Russia talks make no progress

KYIV/MOSCOW, Feb 28 (Reuters) - President Volodymyr Zelenskiy urged the West to
consider a no-fly zone for Russian aircraft over Ukraine on Monday after Moscow
bombarded the country's second largest city, drawing new sanctions by the United
States and its allies.
Russia faces increasing international isolation over its invasion of Ukraine, and
hours of negotiations between the two sides on Monday failed to reach a
breakthrough to halt the fighting.

Ukrainian officials said Russian attacks in Kharkiv, a city of 1.4 million people, had
killed civilians, including children. In a video address, Zelenskiy said it was time to
block Russian missiles, planes and helicopters from Ukraine's airspace.

"Fair negotiations can occur when one side does not hit the other side with rocket
artillery at the very moment of negotiations," Zelenskiy said. He did not specify how
and by whom a no-fly zone would be enforced.

The United States has ruled out sending troops to fight Russia and officials have
voiced concern about further escalating tensions between the world's two biggest
nuclear powers.

"A no-fly zone would require implementation," White House Press Secretary Jen
Psaki told reporters. Such a move would require "deploying U.S. military to enforce,
which would be... potentially a direct conflict, and potentially a war with Russia,
which is something we are not planning to be a part of."

Western nations, united in condemnation of Russia's assault, have hit Russia with
sanctions, with targets including President Vladimir Putin and his confidants.

But Putin has shown no sign of reconsidering the invasion he unleashed on Russia's
neighbour last Thursday in an attempt to redraw Europe's security map and pull
Ukraine firmly into its orbit.

The Russian leader put Russia's nuclear forces on high alert on Sunday, though a
senior U.S. defence official said Washington had still not seen any "muscle
movement" following Putin's announcement. read more

Asked at the White House on Monday if Americans should worry about nuclear war,
U.S. President Joe Biden said: "No.”
But in a sign of souring relations, the United States expelled 12 Russian diplomats at
the United Nations, citing national security concerns. Russia described the move as
"hostile." read more

https://www.reuters.com/authors/reuters/
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/no-russian-muscle-movements-after-putins-nuclear-readiness-alert-us-says-2022-02-28/
https://www.reuters.com/world/us-orders-12-russian-un-diplomats-leave-by-march-7-russian-envoy-2022-02-28/


'IT'S A CRIME'
The Russian invasion - the biggest assault on a European state since World War Two
- has failed to achieve the decisive early gains that Putin would have hoped for.

Russia calls its actions in Ukraine a "special operation" that it says is not designed to
occupy territory but to destroy its southern neighbour's military capabilities and
capture what it regards as dangerous nationalists.

Kharkiv in Ukraine's northeast has become a major battleground. Oleg Synegubov,
Kharkiv's regional administration chief, said Russian artillery had pounded
residential districts even though no Ukrainian army positions or strategic
infrastructure were there. At least 11 people were killed, he said.

"This is happening in the daytime, when people have gone out to the pharmacy, for
groceries, or for drinking water. It's a crime," he said.

Kharkiv's mayor, Igor Terekhov, said four people had died after emerging from a
bomb shelter to collect water, and that a family with three children had burned to
death in a car.

Earlier, Ukrainian Interior Ministry adviser Anton Herashchenko said Russian rocket
strikes on Kharkiv had killed dozens. It was not possible to verify the casualty figures
independently.

Moscow's United Nations ambassador, speaking in New York, said the Russian army
did not pose a threat to civilians.

Images from the U.S. satellite company Maxar showed a Russian military convoy
stretching over 17 miles (27 km) and moving closer to the capital, Kyiv, which
remains under Ukrainian government control.

On Kyiv's streets, signboards normally used for traffic alerts showed the message:
"Putin lost the war. The whole world is with Ukraine."



Ukrainian service members are seen after Russia launched a massive military
operation against Ukraine, at a check point in the city of Zhytomyr, Ukraine February
27, 2022. REUTERS/Viacheslav Ratynskyi

Fighting also occurred around the port city of Mariupol, officials said, and Russian
forces seized two small cities around a nuclear plant in southeast Ukraine, the
Interfax news agency reported.

CEASEFIRE TALKS
Talks between the two sides were held on the border with strong Russian ally Belarus
- a launch pad for invading Russian troops. read more

https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/launchpad-russias-assault-ukraine-belarus-holds-referendum-renounce-non-nuclear-2022-02-27/


Ukraine had said it wanted to secure an immediate ceasefire and the withdrawal of
Russian forces. The Kremlin declined to comment on its goals.

The meeting ended with officials heading back to capitals for further consultations
before a second round of negotiations, Ukrainian presidential adviser Mykhailo
Podolyak told reporters.

"The Russian side, unfortunately, still has a very biased view of the destructive
processes it has launched," Podolyak tweeted.

Russian delegation head Vladimir Medinsky told reporters: "The most important
thing is that we agreed to continue negotiating."

The Western-led response has been emphatic, with sanctions that effectively cut off
Moscow's financial institutions from Western markets.

The United States imposed new sanctions on Russia's central bank and other sources
of wealth on Monday, and many Western companies began to disentangle themselves
from their Russian operations. read more

Over the weekend, some Russian banks were barred from the SWIFT international
payments system.

The European Union placed new sanctions on Russian oligarchs and officials and
some of its members urged the bloc to begin talks on Ukrainian accession. Zelenskiy
signed a letter formally requesting EU membership, an emphatic statement of
commitment to Western values. read more

Putin dismissed the West as an "empire of lies” and replied to the new sanctions with
moves to shore up Russia's crumbling rouble currency, which plunged 32% against
the dollar before recouping about half of its losses.

Russia's central bank cranked up its key interest rate to 20% from 9.5%. Authorities
told export-focused companies to be ready to sell foreign currency. read more

WEAPON SUPPLIES
U.N. human rights chief Michelle Bachelet said at least 102 civilians in Ukraine had
been killed since Thursday but the real figure could be "considerably higher.” read
more
More than half a million people have fled to neighbouring countries, according to the
U.N. refugee agency.

Partners in the U.S.-led NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organization) defence alliance
were providing Ukraine with air-defence missiles and anti-tank weapons, NATO chief
Jens Stoltenberg said.

The Kremlin accused the EU of hostile behaviour, saying weapons supplies to
Ukraine were destabilizing and proved that Russia was right in its efforts to
demilitarize its neighbour.

https://www.reuters.com/business/us-blocks-any-us-transactions-with-russian-central-bank-others-2022-02-28/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/rates-bonds/eu-eyes-ukrainian-membership-could-be-bargaining-chip-russia-talks-2022-02-28/
https://www.reuters.com/business/finance/russia-hikes-key-rate-20-tells-companies-sell-fx-2022-02-28/
https://www.reuters.com/world/civilian-death-toll-ukraine-least-102-feared-higher-un-2022-02-28/
https://www.reuters.com/world/civilian-death-toll-ukraine-least-102-feared-higher-un-2022-02-28/


But there was support for Ukraine from unexpected quarters.
U. S. technology firm Microsoft said it had provided threat intelligence and defensive
suggestions to Ukrainian officials about attacks on a range of targets, and also
advised the government about attempted cyber-thefts of data.

And European soccer's governing body, UEFA, scrapped sponsorship by the Russian
state gas giant Gazprom reported to be worth 40 million euros ($45 million) a season,
and UEFA and the global federation FIFA suspended all Russian teams until further
notice.

($1 = 0.8925 euros)

(Reporting by Aleksandar Vasovic in Kyiv; Natalia Zinets, Matthias Williams and
Pavel Polityuk in Lviv; Alan Charlish in Medyka, Poland; Fedja Grulovic in Sighetu
Marmatiei, Romania; Stephanie Nebehay and Emma Farge in Geneva; and other
Reuters bureaux including Moscow; Writing by Rami Ayyub, Angus MacSwan, Nick
Macfie and Simon Cameron-Moore; Editing by Philippa Fletcher and Rosalba
O'Brien)

Russia takes aim at urban areas; Biden vows Putin will ‘pay’
YURAS KARMANAU, JIM HEINTZ, VLADIMIR ISACHENKOV & DASHA
LITVINOVA - AP

KYIV, Ukraine (AP) — Russian forces escalated their attacks on crowded urban
areas Tuesday in what Ukraine’s leader called a blatant campaign of terror, while
U.S. President Joe Biden vowed to make his Russian counterpart “pay a price” for
the invasion.

“Nobody will forgive. Nobody will forget,” Ukraine’s President Volodymyr Zelenskyy
vowed after the bloodshed on the central square in Kharkiv, the country’s
second-largest city, and the deadly bombing of a TV tower in the capital.

https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-war-abc3e297725e57e6052529d844b5ee2f/gallery/b052c19e156145079d6cebbd85ad16f6
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-war-abc3e297725e57e6052529d844b5ee2f/gallery/b052c19e156145079d6cebbd85ad16f6
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-war-abc3e297725e57e6052529d844b5ee2f/gallery/b052c19e156145079d6cebbd85ad16f6


Biden used his first State of the Union address to highlight the resolve of a
reinvigorated Western alliance that has worked to rearm the Ukrainian military and
adopt tough sanctions, which he said have left Russian President Vladimir
Putin ”isolated in the world more than he has ever been.”

“Throughout our history we’ve learned this lesson — when dictators do not pay a
price for their aggression, they cause more chaos,” Biden said. “They keep moving.
And the costs and threats to America and the world keep rising.”

Biden devoted the first 12 minutes of his Tuesday evening address to Ukraine, with
lawmakers of both parties repeatedly rising to their feet and applauding as he praised
the bravery of Ukraine’s people and condemned Putin’s assault.

As Biden spoke, a 40-mile (64-kilometer) convoy of hundreds of Russian tanks and
other vehicles advanced slowly on Kyiv, the capital city of nearly 3 million people, in
what the West feared was a bid by Putin to topple the government and install a
Kremlin-friendly regime.

The invading forces also pressed their assault on other towns and cities, including the
strategic ports of Odesa and Mariupol in the south.

Day 6 of the biggest ground war in Europe since World War II found
Russia increasingly isolated, beset by the sanctions that have thrown its economy into
turmoil and left the country practically friendless, apart from a few nations like China,
Belarus and North Korea.

As the fighting in Ukraine raged, the death toll remained unclear. One senior Western
intelligence official estimated that more than 5,000 Russian soldiers had been
captured or killed. Ukraine gave no overall estimate of troop losses.

The U.N. human rights office said it has recorded 136 civilian deaths. The real toll is
believed to be far higher.

https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-vladimir-putin-europe-moscow-nato-6abd03995b4d359ba194179d0b51b0de
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-vladimir-putin-sports-business-hockey-1af9762a9b6fbdc2854b5a01eb114095


Britain’s Defense Ministry said it had seen an increase in Russian air and artillery
strikes on populated urban areas over the past two days. It also said three cities —
Kharkiv, Kherson and Mariupol — were encircled by Russian forces.

Many military experts worry that Russia may be shifting tactics. Moscow’s strategy in
Chechnya and Syria was to use artillery and air bombardments to pulverize cities and
crush fighters’ resolve.

Ukrainian authorities said five people were killed in the attack on the TV tower,
which is near central Kyiv and a short walk from numerous apartment buildings. A
TV control room and power substation were hit, and at least some Ukrainian
channels briefly stopped broadcasting, officials said.

The bombing came after Russia announced it would target transmission facilities used
by Ukraine’s intelligence agency. It urged people living near such places to leave
their homes.

LIVE UPDATES
Zelenskyy’s office also reported a missile attack on the site of the Babi Yar Holocaust
memorial, near the tower. A spokesman for the memorial said a Jewish cemetery at
the site, where Nazi occupiers killed more than 33,000 Jews over two days in 1941,
was damaged, but the extent would not be clear until daylight.

In Kharkiv, with a population of about 1.5 million, at least six people were killed
when the region’s Soviet-era administrative building on Freedom Square was hit with
what was believed to be a missile.

The Slovenian Foreign Ministry said its consulate in Kharkiv, located in another
large building on the square, was destroyed in the attack.

The attack on Freedom Square — Ukraine’s largest plaza, and the nucleus of public
life in the city — was seen by many Ukrainians as brazen evidence that the Russian
invasion wasn’t just about hitting military targets but also about breaking their spirit.

The bombardment blew out windows and walls of buildings that ring the massive
square, which was piled high with debris and dust. Inside one building, chunks of
plaster were scattered, and doors, ripped from their hinges, lay across hallways.

“People are under the ruins. We have pulled out bodies,” said Yevhen Vasylenko, an
emergency official.

Zelenskyy pronounced the attack on the square “frank, undisguised terror” and a war
crime. “This is state terrorism of the Russian Federation,” he said.

In an emotional appeal to the European Parliament later, Zelenskyy said: “We are
fighting also to be equal members of Europe. I believe that today we are showing
everybody that is what we are.”



Another Russian airstrike hit a residential area in the city of Zhytomyr, the town’s
mayor said. Ukraine’s emergency services said Tuesday’s strike killed at least two
people, set three homes on fire and broke the windows in a nearby hospital.

About 85 miles (140 kilometers) west of Kyiv, Zhytomyr is the home of the elite 95th
Air Assault Brigade, which may have been the intended target.

Zelenskyy said 16 children had been killed around Ukraine on Monday, and he
mocked Russia’s claim that it is going after only military targets.

“Where are the children? What kind of military factories do they work at? What tanks
are they going at?” Zelenskyy said.

Human Rights Watch said it documented a cluster bomb attack outside a hospital in
Ukraine’s east in recent days. Residents also reported the use of such weapons in
Kharkiv and Kiyanka village. The Kremlin denied using cluster bombs.

Cluster bombs shoot smaller “bomblets” over a large area, many of which fail to
explode until long after they’ve been dropped. If their use is confirmed, that would
represent a new level of brutality in the war and could lead to further isolation of
Russia.

The first talks between Russia and Ukraine since the invasion were held Monday, but
ended with only an agreement to talk again. On Tuesday, Zelenskyy said Russia
should stop bombing first.

“As for dialogue, I think yes, but stop bombarding people first and start negotiating
afterwards,“ he told CNN.

In his speech, Biden announced that the U.S. was joining several other countries in
closing its airspace to Russian planes. He also warned the country’s oligarchs that
the Department of Justice was assembling a task force to investigate any crimes they
committed.
“We are joining with our European allies to find and seize your yachts, your luxury
apartments, your private jets,” he said.

“We are coming for your ill-begotten gains.” Biden trumpeted the toll global
measures had taken on the Russian economy already, including a stock market plunge
and currency devaluation.

Moscow made new threats of escalation, days after raising the specter of nuclear war.
A top Kremlin official warned that the West’s “economic war” against Russia could
turn into a “real one.”

Inside Russia, a top radio station critical of the Kremlin was taken off the air after
authorities threatened to shut it down over its coverage of the invasion. Among other
things, the Kremlin is not allowing the fighting to be referred to as an “invasion” or
“war.”

https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-afghanistan-israel-syria-europe-4ac7b012f2b63567ffde368f65283921


Roughly 660,000 people have fled Ukraine, and countless others have taken shelter
underground. Bomb damage has left hundreds of thousands of families without
drinking water, U.N. humanitarian coordinator Martin Griffiths said.

“It is a nightmare, and it seizes you from the inside very strongly. This cannot be
explained with words,” said Kharkiv resident Ekaterina Babenko, taking shelter in a
basement with neighbors for a fifth straight day.

“We have small children, elderly people, and frankly speaking it is very frightening.”

A Ukrainian military official said Belarusian troops joined the war Tuesday in the
Chernihiv region in the north, without providing details. But just before that,
Belarusian President Alexander Lukashenko said his country had no plans to join the
fight.

A senior U.S. defense official said that Russia’s military progress — including by the
massive convoy — has slowed, plagued by logistical and supply problems. Some
Russian military columns have run out of gas and food, the official said, and morale
has suffered as a result.

Overall, the Russian military has been stalled by fierce resistance on the ground and
a surprising inability to completely dominate Ukraine’s airspace.

The immense convoy, with vehicles packed together along narrow roads, would
seemingly be “a big fat target” for Ukrainian forces, the senior Western intelligence
official said on condition of anonymity.

“But it also shows you that the Russians feel pretty comfortable being out in the open
in these concentrations because they feel that they’re not going to come under air
attack or rocket or missile attack,” the official said.

(Isachenkov and Litvinova reported from Moscow. Mstyslav Chernov in Mariupol,
Ukraine; Sergei Grits in Odesa, Ukraine; Robert Burns, Zeke Miller and Eric Tucker
in Washington; Francesca Ebel, Josef Federman and Andrew Drake in Kyiv; Lorne
Cook in Brussels; and other AP journalists from around the world contributed to this
report.)

Why Putin's '£15BILLION-a-day' invasion ISN'T going to plan: MI6 chief warns
war is 'unwinnable' and ex-defence chief says Russia will run out of cash and arms
if Kyiv holds out for 10 days as Moscow send in super-weapons after Ukraine
OBLITERATED convoy.
JACK WRIGHT, CHRIS JEWERS & WILL STEWART - MAIL ONLINE

Dramatic video shows a destroyed Russian convoy with Z-markings near Kherson in
southern Ukraine. Two Russian military transport planes 'carrying paratroopers', a
fighter jet and helicopter were downed.

https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-war-refugees-454ae620724d3b91208ce63c0128fa69
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?s=&authornamef=Jack+Wright
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?s=&authornamef=Chris+Jewers
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?s=&authornamef=Will+Stewart+for+MailOnline


The head of Britain's MI6 Secret Intelligence Service has said he believes Russia's
war in Ukraine will prove 'unwinnable' because President Vladimir Putin will never
attain political victory over the country's people.

Richard Moore, the chief of MI6, wrote how a report suggesting Putin's forces will
ultimately fail in Ukraine because it underestimated its neighbour's military strength
and fierce determination 'makes sense to me'.

The article Moore, 58, was reacting to was penned by Lawrence Freedman, the
Emeritus Professor of War Studies at King's College London.

In the article titled 'A Reckless Gamble', Professor Freedman said Putin had 'become
obsessed with Ukraine, and prone to outrageous theories which appear as pretexts for
war but may also reflect his views.'

He wrote that victory for Moscow does not come in the form of a successful invasion
that overthrows Ukraine's government, but with winning over the people of Ukraine.
This, the professor writes, is something Russia does not have the strength for.

UKRAINE WAR: LATEST
'Even if the government loses control of the capital and is forced to flee, and the
command systems for Ukrainian forces start to break down, that does not mean that
Russia has won the war,' he wrote.

In an unusual move for the chief of MI6, Moore shared the article with his over
130,000 Twitter followers, writing: 'Fascinating. Makes sense to me.'

In a rebuke of Putin's human rights record, Moore also wrote around the same time in
a separate tweet: 'With the tragedy and destruction unfolding so distressingly in
Ukraine, we should remember the values and hard-won freedoms that distinguish us
from Putin, none more than LGBT+ rights.'

Moore's endorsement of the article came as other intelligence sources
claimed Putin's war with Ukraine is not going to plan due to Kremlin 'overconfidence',
poor tactical planning, and 'shock' at the fierce resistance put up by brave Ukrainians
fighting for their nation's survival.

Dramatic video on Saturday showed a destroyed Russian convoy with Z-markings
near Kherson in the south of the country on the third day of fighting after Ukraine's
army held control of Kyiv and last night successfully repelled Russian advances on
the capital.

In addition to the video of the destroyed convoy, another video purportedly showed
the destruction of a 20-vehicle Russia military column in Kharkiv.
Images of the carnage is the snow - from which it is suspected there were no survivors
- appear to show Putin's invasion suffering brutal losses.

Kyiv's defence ministry has so far put Russia's losses at around 2,800 troops, 80 tanks,
516 armoured vehicles, and 10 airplanes and seven helicopters so far.

https://samf.substack.com/p/a-reckless-gamble?r=15i4j0&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=email&utm_source=url


The Russian army has now been ordered to broaden its advance 'from all directions',
with Kyiv residents braced Saturday for another night sheltering underground, as
Russian troops closed in on the capital and skirmishes were reported on the outskirts.

However, a senior US defence officials claimed Russia is facing more resistance than
Moscow anticipated in its invasion of Ukraine, and appears to have lost some of its
momentum.

Professor Freedman's article backed this theory. He wrote: 'Despite the superiority of
Russian forces they made less progress than might have been expected on the first day
of the war when they had the advantages of tactical surprise and potentially
overwhelming numbers.

'The Ukrainians demonstrated a spirited resistance and imposed casualties on the
invaders,' he added.

Meanwhile, Ukraine's military is asking people to remove the names of streets, cities
and villages from road signs in their regions in order to 'confuse and disorient the
enemy'. In a tweet, the Ukrainian Ministry of Defence said: 'We will do everything
possible to clear Ukraine of the Russian occupier as soon as possible!'.

A sign over a part of the Boryspil highway triumphantly declared: 'Russian warship,
go f**k yourself!', in reference to the killing of a small group of Ukrainian border
guards stationed at Snake Island off the coast of Ukraine after they refused to
surrender to Kremlin forces.

Estonia's former defence chief Riho Terras has now claimed that Putin's war is not
going to plan because Russia is fast running out of money and weapons, and will have
to enter negotiations with Volodymyr Zelensky's government if Kyiv holds off the
Russians for 10 days.

Russia's tyrant has allegedly convened a meeting with the oligarchs in a bunker in the
Ural Mountains, at which it is claimed that he furiously vented that he thought the
war would be 'easy' and 'everything would be done in one to four days'.

Citing Ukrainian intelligence sources, Terras claimed that the war is costing Russia
around £15billion-per-day, and that they have rockets for three to four days at most,
which they are using sparingly.

He claimed that Putin's plan has relied on panicking the country, firing missiles at
residential buildings 'at random' to 'intimidate' the Ukrainians, trigger mass army
desertions, national surrender, and Zelensky's flight from the country.

Terras also alleged that Russian special operations have been near Kyiv since
February 18, and had planned to swiftly seize the capital and install a puppet
regime.

'The Russians are in shock of the fierce resistance they have encountered. The
Ukrainians must avoid panic! ... Ukraine must stay strong and we must provide
assistance!', he wrote on Twitter.



However, in a worrying sign for Ukraine, video from Russia's Western border with
Ukraine showed TOS-1 heavy flamethrower tanks moving towards its neighbour. The
tanks are capable of firing high-power thermobaric weapons - dubbed the 'father of
all bombs'.

In Russian, 'TOS' stands for 'heavy flame thrower'. However, what the TOS-1
launches is perhaps even more frightening - fuel-air explosives (FAE) that cause a
'wall of napalm'. As the bomb explodes, it scatters dust that ignites when it meets
oxygen, causing the very air around it to appear as if it is bursting into flames.

In other developments:
Authorities in Kyiv have extended a curfew until early on Monday;
Britain's defence ministry said on Saturday the bulk of Russian forces involved in the
advance on Kyiv were now 19 miles from the city centre.
Russian troops captured the southeastern Ukrainian city of Melitopol, Russia's
defence ministry claimed;
UK armed forces minister James Heappey said Britain did not believe Russian forces
had captured Melitopol;
Refugees fleeing Ukraine continued to pour across its western borders on Saturday,
with around 100,000 reaching Poland in two days;
A decision to cut Russia off from the global SWIFT payment system will be taken in a
matter of days, the governor of a central bank within the euro zone said;
At least 2019 Ukrainians, including three children, have been killed as a result of the
Russian invasion;
France has decided to send defensive military equipment to Ukraine to support the
country against Russia's invasion;
French sea police seized a ship on Saturday that authorities suspect belongs to a
Russian company targeted by European Union sanctions over the war in Ukraine, a
government official claimed;
Putin urged the Ukrainian military to overthrow the country's leadership and
negotiate peace;
Russia vetoed a draft UN Security Council resolution that would have deplored
Moscow's invasion of Ukraine, while China abstained from the vote.
Ukrainian soldier taunts Russian invaders in firefight as tanks burn

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10552743/Furious-Putin-prepares-use-father-bombs-brave-Ukrainians-hold-advance.html


Dramatic video shows a destroyed Russian convoy with Z-markings near Kherson in
southern Ukraine



In addition to the video of the destroyed convoy, another video purportedly showed
the destruction of a 20-vehicle Russia military column in Kharkiv (pictured)

In a worrying sign, video from Russia's Western border with Ukraine showed TOS-1
heavy flamethrower tanks moving towards its neighbour. The tanks are capable of

firing high-power thermobaric weapons - dubbed the 'father of all bombs'



Vladimir Putin addresses the nation on the recognition of independence of the
Donetsk and Lugansk People's Republics.

Richard Moore, the chief of MI6, wrote how a report suggesting Putin's forces will
ultimately fail in Ukraine because it underestimated its neighbour's military strength

'makes sense to me'



A Ukrainian soldier runs holding his weapon outside a military facility, in Kyiv,
Ukraine, February 26, 2022.3.2

Smoke rises from a Russian tank destroyed by the Ukrainian forces on the side of a
road in Lugansk region on Saturday.



A fragment of a destroyed Russian tank is seen on the roadside on the outskirts of
Kharkiv on February 26, 2022

A destroyed Russian military vehicle is seen on the roadside on the outskirts of
Kharkiv on February 26, 2022, following the Russian invasion of Ukraine



A view shows a destroyed armored personnel carrier (APC) on the roadside in
Kharkiv, Ukraine February 26, 2022
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A screen grab from drone footage shows cars forming a line that stretches some 35
km from the Shehyni border crossing to Poland as people try to flee Russia's military
operation against Ukraine outside Mostyska, Ukraine, February 26, 2022



Ukrainian tanks move on a road before an attack in Lugansk region on February 26,
2022

On Saturday morning, the upper floors of a building in Kyiv were struck by a Russian
rocket (pictured). Reports suggesting at least two people were killed in the explosion



Pictured: The tower block in Kyiv, just moments after being struck by a Russian
rocket on Saturday morning

A police vehicle is seen patroling the streets as a curfew has been imposed from
Saturday 5 PM to Monday 8 AM local time on February 26, 2022 in Kyiv, Ukraine



Russia's Interfax news agency claimed Moscow had captured the southeastern city of
Melitopol. Ukrainian officials were not immediately available to comment on the fate
of Melitopol.

If the Interfax report about Melitopol, which cited Russia's defence ministry, is
confirmed, it would be the first significant population centre that the Kremlin has
seized.

However, Britain's armed forces minister James Heappey cast doubt on the report,
saying the city of some 150,000 people was still in Ukrainian hands and that fighting
in the capital was so far confined to 'very isolated pockets of Russian special forces
and paratroopers' and that 'the main armoured columns approaching Kyiv are still
some way off'.

The Ukrainian health minister said 198 people have been killed and more than 1,000
wounded in the Russian offensive. Viktor Lyashko said there were three children
among those killed.

His statement was unclear whether the casualties included military and civilians. He
said another 1,115 people, including 33 children, were wounded in the Russian
invasion.

It was later reported that a further 19 civilians were killed in shelling in Ukraine's
east, while two were reported killed in a strike on a tower block early on Saturday -
bringing the civilian death toll to 219.



Russian Defence Ministry spokesman Major General Igor Konashenkov claimed
Saturday that since the start of Moscow's attack, its military had hit 821 Ukrainian
military facilities, 87 tanks and other targets.
Konashenkov didn't say how many Ukrainian troops were killed and didn't mention
any casualties on the Russian side. Neither his claims nor Ukraine's allegations that
its forces killed thousands of Kremlin troops could be independently verified.

A sign over a part of the Boryspil highway read: 'Russian warship, go f**k yourself!',
in reference to the killing of Ukrainian border guards stationed at Snake Island off the

coast of Ukraine when they refused to surrender to Kremlin forces

A column of Russian military vehicles is seen near the village of Oktyabrsky,
Belgorod Region, near the Russian-Ukrainian border, on February 26, 2022



Civilian Members of a territorial defence unit fit their weapons to repel the Russian
attacking forces in Kyiv, Ukraine, Saturday.

A Ukrainian serviceman checks on a man who was acting suspicious not far from the
positions on Ukraine's service members in Lugansk region on February 26, 2022



A local man shakes hands with a serviceman of the People's Militia in Stanitsa
Luganskaya, a rural town abandoned by Ukrainian troops without resistance,

February 26, 2022

Ukrainian servicemen arrive from Zmeiny Island, their garrison voluntarily
surrendering to Russian troops, February 26, 2022



Firefighters try to extinguish a fire from a bombed civilian building in a residential
area on February 26, 2022, in Kiev, Ukraine. A missile has hit this residential

building in the capital

A couple embraces, on Maidan Square, February 26, 2022, in Kiev, Ukraine



Kyiv's military is far inferior to its Russian counterpart with an air defence system
and air force dating back to the Soviet era

HOW IS PUTIN'S WAR NOT GOING TO PLAN?
MONEY

According to Ukrainian intelligence sources, Putin's war with Ukraine is costing the
Russian economy around £15billion-per-day alone – meaning the Kremlin will have
spent around £45billion by the end of today in fighting Ukraine.

Writing on Twitter, Terras claimed that Russia would be forced to enter negotiations
with Ukraine if Kyiv can hold off the Kremlin's advance for 10 days, by which point
Russia will have spent around £150billion.

Though it is widely believed that the Russian dictator will have factored Western
sanctions into his calculations, the combined effect of punitive measures on Russia's
banking system will further squeeze its economy.



The United States, Britain, Japan, Canada, Australia and the European Union
unveiled more sanctions on Moscow on top of penalties earlier this week, including a
move by Germany to halt a gas pipeline from Russia.

President Joe Biden delivered further measures to target Russian banks, oligarchs
and high-tech sectors, while the EU unveiled its own new package including financial,
energy and technological sanctions.

WEAPONS AND RESOURCES

Citing Ukrainian intelligence, Terras also claimed that Russia has rockets for 'three
to four days at most' which they use 'sparingly'.

He added: 'They lack weapons, the Tula and 2 Rotenberg plants can't physically fulfil
the orders for weapons. Rifles and ammo are the most they can do.

'The next Russian weapons can be produced in 3-4 months – if even that. They have
no raw materials. What was previously supplied mainly from Slovenia, Finland and
Germany is now cut off.

'If Ukraine manages to hold the Russians off for 10 days, then the Russians will have
to enter negotiations. Because they have no money, weapons, or resources'.

OVERCONFIDENCE



Terras also claimed that at a meeting of the oligarchs in his lair in the Urals, Putin
was 'furious' and ranted about how he thought the war would be 'easily' won in 'one
to four days'.

He continued: 'Russia's whole plan relies on panic – that the civilians and armed
forces surrender and Zelensky flees. 'They expect Kharkiv to surrender first so the
other cities would follow suit to avoid bloodshed. The Russians are in shock of the
fierce resistance they have encountered'.

A Ukrainian soldier smokes a cigarette on his position at an armored vehicle outside
Kharkiv, Ukraine, February 26, 2022

Ukrainian service members look for unexploded shells after a fighting with Russian
raiding group in the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv in the morning of February 26, 2022,

according to Ukrainian service personnel at the scene.



Putin gives comments to the media after a ceremony to sign a declaration on allied
cooperation between Russia and Azerbaijan at Moscow's Kremlin, February 22, 2022

'We survived the night. The occupiers wanted to capture our capital and install their
puppets...We broke their idea': Zelensky's warning shot to Putin as noose tightens
around Kyiv, Ukrainian civilian death toll hits 219 and missile hits tower block.

Defiant president Volodmyr Zelensky today said his country's army had successfully
repelled Russian forces advancing on Kyiv and was in control of the capital after a
night of brutal fighting that saw terrified residents seeking shelter underground.

In a video message to the besieged nation, Zelensky accused the Kremlin of
attempting to seize Kyiv, overthrow the government and install a 'puppet' regime 'like
in Donetsk', one of two separatist regions which warmonger Vladimir Putin officially
recognized before launching an all-out invasion.

Declaring 'we broke their idea', he added: 'The fights are going on in many cities and
areas of our state. But we know that we are protecting the country, the land, the
future of our children. Kyiv and key cities around the capital are controlled by our
army.

'The [Russian] occupants wanted to block the centre of our state and put here their
marionette, like in Donetsk. We broke their idea.'



Ukraine's president Volodmyr Zelensky today claimed the country's army has
successfully repelled Russian forces advancing on Kyiv and is in control of the capital

after a night of brutal fighting that saw terrified residents seeking shelter
underground.

It comes after a high-rise apartment block in Kyiv was hit by a devastating missile
this morning, while Ukraine's civilian death toll hit 219.

Britain's Ministry of Defence said the bulk of Russian forces involved in the advance
on Kyiv were now 30 km (19 miles) from the city centre.

'Russia has yet to gain control of the airspace over Ukraine greatly reducing the
effectiveness of the Russian Air Force,' the defence ministry said in an intelligence
update posted on Twitter.

But armed forces minister James Heappey said today there was no reason to think a
'happy ending is just around the corner' as he warned the conflict could rumble on for
months.

He told BBC Breakfast: 'Nobody should think that this is anywhere near over. What
stands in front of Ukraine, its armed forces and very tragically its people, is days,
weeks, months more of what we have seen over that last 48 hours.'

A 5pm to 8am curfew in Kyiv is now in force across the capital to ensure the most
effective defence of the city and the safety of its people. The previous curfew had run
from 10pm to 7am.



Surveillance footage shows a missile hitting a residential building in Kyiv, Ukraine,
on Saturday morning

Mayor Vitaly Klitschko said: 'All civilians on the street during the curfew will be
considered members of the enemy's sabotage and reconnaissance groups.'

As Ukrainian forces said they had fought off a Russian attack on their capital today,
Zelensky vowed to stay and fight on in an impassioned video to his people.

'I am here. We will not lay down any weapons. We will defend our state, because our
weapons are our truth,' he said outside his office, denouncing as disinformation
claims that he had surrendered or fled.

Wearing military garb the president added: 'A lot of fake information has appeared
on the internet saying that I allegedly called on our army to lay down its arms and
that evacuation is underway.

'Our truth is that this is our land, our country, our children and we will protect all of
this. This is what I wanted to tell you. Glory to Ukraine!'

WHAT'S THE STATE OF PLAY TODAY? HELICOPTERS, JETS AND PLANES
The mayor of a city south of the Ukrainian capital claimed that the country's military
has fended off a Russian attempt to take control of a military air base.

Natalia Balansynovych, the mayor of Vasylkiv, about 25 miles south of Kyiv, said on
Saturday that Russian airborne forces landed near the city overnight and tried to
seize the base. She said fierce fighting also raged on Vasylkiv's central street.

She said that Ukrainian forces repelled the Russian attacks, and that the situation is
now calm. Balansynovych claimed there were heavy casualties, but didn't give any
numbers.

At around 3am on Saturday, fighting between Russia and Ukraine broke out at
Vasylkiv, which is home to a Cold War-era base.



Ukraine's military claimed a Russian IL-76 military transporter planer was brought
down, reportedly with 150 paratroopers on board. Sources in the city then claimed
that Russian soldiers, allegedly dressed as Ukrainian police, ambushed a checkpoint.

Kyiv: Fierce fighting erupts in capital after a Russian transport plane carrying '150
paratroopers' was shot down

Smoke and flames are seen billowing over Kyiv's Peremohy Avenue in the west of the
city, near the zoo, early Saturday



Significant explosions were seen from Beresteiska metro station in the west of Kyiv

Volodymyr Zelensky, the president of Ukraine, is seen addressing the nation on
Friday night .

Heavy fighting ensued in Vasylkiv, as Putin's forces tried to gain a foothold in the
south from which to launch their attack on Kyiv.



At around 4am, Ukraine's Defence Ministry claimed 'two enemy targets were shot
down' – identifying them as a Russian SU-25 helicopter and a military bomber – near
the separatist zone in the east.

At around 4am, a second Russian military transport plane was shot down near Bila
Tserkva, 50 miles south of Kyiv, according to two American officials with direct
knowledge of conditions on the ground in Ukraine. The Russian military did not
comment on either plane.

Ukraine's State Security Service (SBU) denied a report earlier on Saturday that
Russian helicopters had landed in the Lviv region, a development that would have
signaled a widening of the theatre of Moscow's invasion.

The mayor of Lviv, Andriy Sadovyi, said Russia had landed three helicopters near the
city of Brody in the western Lviv region and that Ukrainian forces had repelled the
attack.
The SBU said the information was false and that no such landing had taken place. It
said a Ukrainian helicopter had done a reconnaissance flight in the area.

'We ask residents to remain calm!', the SBU said in a statement posted on Facebook.
Sadovyi's office declined to comment and the SBU declined further comment. The Lviv
regional administration said that footage circulating on social media of a helicopter
firing rockets in the Lviv region was Ukrainian, not Russian.

Ukrainian soldiers walk past debris of a burning military truck on a street in Kyiv,
Ukraine, Saturday morning



Ukrainian service members look for and collect unexploded shells after a fighting
with Russian raiding group in Kyiv

GROUND FORCES
Earlier, small arms fire and explosions were heard in the capital's northern district
Obolonsky as what appeared to be an advance party of Russia's invasion force left a
trail of destruction.

Ukrainian forces reported fighting with Russian armoured units in two locations
between 40-80 kilometres north of Kyiv.

Ukraine's military claimed Russia had 'attacked one of the military units on Victory
Avenue in Kyiv' but that the assault had been 'repulsed'. It also reported another
incident northwest of the capital.

Kyiv said 137 people, including soldiers and civilians, have been killed during the
fighting, and claimed that 2,800 Russian service personnel have died.

An adviser to Ukraine's president says that fighting is raging in the capital and in the
country's south, and that the Ukrainian military is successfully fending off Russian
assaults.

Russian forces were also focusing on the country's south, where intense fighting is
underway in Kherson just north of Crimea, and in the Black Sea ports of Mykolaiv,
Odesa and around Mariupol, it was claimed.



A Ukrainian soldier walks past debris of a burning military truck, on a street in Kyiv,
Ukraine on Saturday morning.

A view shows an apartment building damaged by recent shelling in Kyiv, Ukraine on
Saturday morning



Firefighters extinguish fire in a high-rise apartment block which was hit by recent
shelling in Kyiv on Saturday

A high-rise apartment block in Kyiv was hit by a devastating missile this morning as
fighting continues to rage in the capital between Russian attackers and Ukrainian

forces.

Mykhailo Podolyak said that Russia considers it a priority to seize the south, but it
has failed to make any significant gains.

Britain claimed that Russian forces have not captured the south-eastern Ukrainian
city of Melitopol and armoured columns advancing on the capital Kyiv have been
held up by Ukrainian resistance.

Armed forces minister James Heappey said on Saturday it was the British assessment
that Russia had so far failed to capture any of its day one targets for its invasion of
Ukraine, which began on Thursday.



'Even Melitopol, which the Russians are claiming to have taken but we can't see
anything to substantiate that, are all still in Ukrainian hands,' Heappey told BBC
radio.

'The fighting ... reported on the outskirts of Kyiv overnight, we understand to just be
Russian special forces and pockets of paratroopers. The reality is that the armoured
columns that were coming down from Belarus and the north that were going to
encircle Kyiv are still some way north because they've been held up by this incredible
Ukrainian resistance.'

A Ukrainian soldier stands guard behind tires in Kyiv during Russia's military
intervention in Ukraine

A Ukranian fireman kneels by a damaged vehicle, at the site of a fighting with
Russian troops after Russia launched a massive military operation against Ukraine,

in Kyiv, Ukraine, February 26, 2022



Russian missiles pounded Kyiv on Friday, families cowered in shelters and
authorities told residents to prepare Molotov cocktails to defend Ukraine's capital
from an assault that the mayor said had already begun with saboteurs in the city.

But an American official, who spoke on condition of anonymity, suggested a mixed
picture for the Russian effort to press an offensive that Washington and Kyiv say is
aimed at decapitating the government and installing a puppet regime.

'We do assess that there is greater resistance by the Ukrainians than the Russians
expected,' the senior defence official said, adding Ukraine's command and control of
its military 'remains intact'.

'They are not moving on Kyiv as fast as what we believe they anticipated they would
be able to do. That said, they continue to try to move on Kyiv.'

Still, Russia has not yet mobilized the majority of its forces arrayed around Ukraine,
the official said, assessing that just about one-third have now been 'committed' to its
offensive.

Although most of the Russian targeting has been against Ukrainian military
installations, some of the missiles have landed on civilian residential areas, the
official said. Ukraine's military was putting up a fight, the official added.

'They are fighting for the country,' the official said, noting that Russia had yet to
establish control of the airspace above Ukraine or used the extent of its electronic
warfare capabilities. 'In general, the Russians have lost a little bit of their
momentum,' the official said.

A militant of the self-proclaimed Donetsk People's Republic inspects the remains of a
missile that landed on a street in the separatist-controlled city of Donetsk



A Ukrainian servicemen walk by a damaged vehicle, at the site of a fighting with
Russian troops, after Russia launched a massive military operation against Ukraine,

in Kyiv, February 26, 2022

RUSSIA'S ACTIONS
Kyiv officials are warning residents that street fighting is underway against Russian
forces, and they are urging people to seek shelter.

The warning issued Saturday advised residents to remain in shelters, to avoid going
near windows or on balconies, and to take precautions against being hit by debris or
bullets.

The Ukrainian military said a battle was underway near a military unit to the west of
the city center.

A rescue worker says at least six civilians were injured by a rocket that hit a high-rise
apartment building on the outskirts of the Ukrainian capital.

Petro Prokopov, a firefighter who was taking part in rescue efforts, said the building
on the southwestern edge of Kyiv near Zhuliany airport was hit between 16 and 21
floors on Saturday. He said at least six people were injured and apartments on two
floors were gutted by fire. Emergency responders have evacuated 80 people.



Soldiers tasked with defending Kyiv from advancing Russian troops take up positions
underneath a highway into the city

Kyiv's Mayor Vitali Klitschko posted an image showing a gaping hole on one side of
the apartment building.

AFP saw a dead man in civilian clothes lying sprawled on the pavement as nearby
medics rushed to help another man whose car was crushed by an armoured vehicle.

Separately, Ukraine's Infrastructure Ministry said a Russian missile was shot down
before dawn Saturday as it headed for the dam of the sprawling water reservoir that
serves Kyiv.

'If the dam is destroyed, the flooding will cause catastrophic casualties and losses –
including flooding of residential areas of Kyiv and its suburbs,' the ministry said.
Marine who blew himself up to destroy a bridge and halt advancing Russian troops is
made a 'Hero of Ukraine' - the country's highest honour. Volodmyr Zelensky has
declared a marine who blew himself up along with a bridge near Crimea to repel
advancing Russian forces a Hero of Ukraine.

According to the General Staff of the Armed Forces of Ukraine, Vitaly Shakun was
manning the Henichesk bridge in the Kherson region when Kremlin troops advanced
and the battalion decided the only way to stop them was to blow up the bridge.

It was mined, and Shakun had no time to get out. He texted them and told them he was
going to blow up the bridge. Seconds later, they heard an explosion, a post on their
Facebook page said. Shakun's efforts dramatically slowed down the Russian advance
and allowed his comrades to regroup and re-deploy, the Ukrainian General Staff
added.

Zelensky has now made Shakun a Hero of Ukraine, the highest national title that can
be conferred upon an individual citizen by the country's president.

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/facebook/index.html


Vitaly Shakun was manning the Henichesk bridge in the Kherson region when
Russians advanced

The Henichesk bridge in the Kherson region at the Crimean crossing which the
Ukrainian forces said was a key area of defense. This image was shared by Ukrainian

state news agency Ukrinform on Thursday



A post on the General Staff of the Armed Forces of Ukraine's Facebook page detailed
his heroic efforts .

In an emotional speech to the besieged nation uploaded to Facebook, the Ukrainian
President also accused Moscow of attempting to seize Kyiv, overthrow the
government and install a 'puppet' regime 'like in Donetsk', one of two separatist
regions which warmonger Vladimir Putin officially recognized before launching an
all-out invasion.

Declaring 'we derailed their idea', Zelensky added: 'The fights are going on in many
cities and areas of our state. But we know that we are protecting the country, the land,
the future of our children. Kyiv and key cities around the capital are controlled by our
army.

'The [Russian] occupants wanted to block the centre of our state and put here their
marionette, like in Donetsk. We derailed their idea.'

Zelensky pushed for Ukraine's urgent ascension to the European Union, saying he
discussed the issue with the EU leaders. He also urged cutting Russia from the SWIFT
international electronic bank payment system, noting that Germany and Hungary
should show 'courage' and agree to the move.

Briefly switching to Russian, he claimed that thousands of Kremlin troops were killed
and hundreds of those who were taken prisoner 'can't understand why they were sent
into Ukraine to kill and get killed’.

Thanking Russians who spoke out against the war and asked them to keep up the
pressure on the Kremlin, he said: 'The sooner you say to your government that this
war should be immediately stopped, the more of your people will stay alive.’



COULD RUSSIA LOSE THE WAR?
Despite Western fears, American officials believe that Putin's assault and attempted
seizure of Kyiv has become bogged down.

While Russian special forces have reached the suburbs of Kyiv, the bulk of Moscow's
heavy Armour is believed to be still more than 30 miles away from the capital.
Britain claimed that Russia's invasion of Ukraine has been slowed by strong
Ukrainian resistance.

Armed Forces Minister James Heappey said fighting in Kyiv was so far confined to
'very isolated pockets of Russian special forces and paratroopers’. He added that 'the
main armored columns approaching Kyiv are still some way off'.

Heappey said: 'It looks like the Russian plan is nowhere near running to schedule. I
think that will be a great cause of concern for President Putin and rather points to the
fact that there was a lot of hubris in the Russian plan and that he may be awfully
advised.’

However, Western officials fear that Putin could resort to high-power thermobaric
weapons – dubbed the 'father of all bombs’ that vaporize bodies and crush internal
organs – as brave Ukrainians resist his attempts to take control of Kyiv.

A thermobaric bomb explosion during the Caucasus 2016 strategic drills at Opuk
range of Russia's Southern Military District



Thermobaric weapons – also known as vacuum bombs – are high-powered explosive
that use the atmosphere itself as part of the explosion. They are among the most
powerful non-nuclear weapons ever developed. Thermobaric weapons were

developed by both the US and the Soviet Union in the 1960s.

Thermobaric weapons – also known as vacuum bombs – are high-powered explosive
that use the atmosphere itself as part of the explosion. They are among the most
powerful non-nuclear weapons ever developed.
A thermobaric bomb dropped by the US on Taliban in Afghanistan in 2017 weighed
21,600 pounds and left a crater more than 1,000ft wide after it exploded six feet
above the ground.



Thermobaric weapons were developed by both the US and the Soviet Union in the
1960s. In 2007, Russia detonated the largest thermobaric weapon ever made, which
created an explosion equivalent to 39.9 tons. The US version of the weapon
reportedly costs over $16million each.

The official said: 'My fear would be that if they don't meet their timescale and
objectives they would be indiscriminate in their use of violence.
'They don't adhere to the same principles of necessity and proportionality and rule of
law that Western forces do.’

'Will we declare war on Russia? No': Armed Forces Minister James Heappey insists
NATO troops will not be sent in to Ukraine as he admits 'ultimate economic sanction’
of removing Russia from the SWIFT system will require 'further diplomacy’
NATO troops will not set foot in the Ukrainian theatre of war as Britain presses
ahead with its plans to enact the 'ultimate economic sanction' and boot Russia out of
the SWIFT international payment network.

Armed Forces Minister James Heappey warned that any further financial penalties
were being held up in the courts and reiterated the Government's desire to see Russia
expelled from the international SWIFT banking system.

Speaking during his media round of interviews on Saturday morning, Mr Heappey
also stopped short of committing sending NATO troops to fight in Ukraine.
'You're asking me if we will declare war on Russia? No,' was his answer when
pressed by veteran journalist Martha Kearney on BBC Radio 4's Today programme.

Armed Forces Minister James Heappey reiterated NATO troops will not be entering
the Ukrainian theatre of war



Pictured: Ukrainian soldiers walk around debris of burning military trucks in a street
in Kyiv, Ukraine, Saturday, February 26

In later comments to the BBC, Mr Heappey said the Government's position on
removing Russia from the international SWIFT financial servers was clear.

'The reality is that SWIFT is not a unilateral decision the UK can take. If it were, the
Government's position is clear and we will push ahead with every means at our
disposal.

'Clearly, it's the ultimate economic sanction. It's the one the UK government wants to
see enacted.’

It was also revealed that the Government will continue to supply arms in its efforts to
aid the Ukrainian's attempt to repel the Russian invasion and the Ministry of Defence
is working on plans to potentially support a resistance movement and a government in
exile if Ukraine was finally overrun.

Warning that the Ukrainian conflict could last for months to come, Mr Heappey
added: 'Nobody should think that this is anywhere near over.
'What stands in front of Ukraine, its armed forces and very tragically its people, is
days, weeks, months more of what we have seen over that last 48 hours’.

Ukraine's SECOND Tiananmen moment: Local man climbs on top of Russian tank
before kneeling on the ground in bid to stop military convoy as Putin's men face fierce
fight back on the streets.

Another brave Ukrainian local has been captured on video trying to
single-highhandedly block the advance of a Russian military convoy - in scenes
reminiscent of Tiananmen Square's 'tank man' blocking Chinese forces in 1989.



The footage emerged as Moscow's forces continued their illegal invasion of the
country, where Ukrainian soldiers and citizens alike are putting up a fierce resistance
against Vladimir Putin's invading army.

Video of the brave face-off showed a column of Russian tanks passing through a
junction in a Ukrainian town.

As the hulking vehicles rumbled through, one man decided to take a stand, heroically
climbing on to the front of one of the tanks. It continued forward a few meters, but
then came to a halt, blocking the route of those following.

Once the tank was no longer moving, the man can be seen climbing down from the
tank and kneeling in the middle of the road, blocking the progress of the Russian
convoy.

Recognizing the futility of the man's protest, onlookers are seen trying to drag the
man away from the tank. However, defiant in his protest, the man continues to hold on
to the front of the tank.

Another brave Ukrainian civilian has been captured on video trying to
single-highhandedly block the advance of a Russian military convoy - in scenes
reminiscent of Tiananmen Square's 'tank man' blocking Chinese forces in 1989.



Pictured: A Ukrainian local kneels in front of a Russian tank as a convoy of military
vehicles passed through a town

The incident came after a similar confrontation went viral on Friday, which saw
another man bravely walk into the middle of the road and into the path of another
column of Russian military vehicles passing through Ukraine.

The footage, thought to have been filmed in the south of the country close to Crimea,
shows the man bravely waving down the convoy in an attempt to block its path.

Some military vehicles in the procession swerve around the man, but others are
shown stopping for him, bringing those behind them to a complete stop as well.

The man has since been dubbed 'Tank Man' on social media, and while his identity is
now known, his bravery quickly drew praise from others inspired by his protest which
has become emblematic of Ukraine's resistance.

A brave Ukrainian citizen has been filmed apparently trying to stop a convoy of
Russian Tigr-M fighting vehicles - similar to American Humvees - moving along a
highway close to Crimea in scenes reminiscent of Tiananmen Square's 'tank man'



Russian troops move towards Ukraine on the road near Armiansk, Crimea, in what
appears to be the convoy that a citizen later tried to stop as it drove down a

highway, February 25, 2022

Russian soldiers on the amphibious infantry fighting vehicle BMP-2 move towards
mainland Ukraine on the road near Armiansk, Crimea, February 25, 2022


